University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Risk Management

11th Ranked public university
7th Largest public university campus in the country
44,880 Students
7,593 Freshman class among the five largest in the country
100+ Countries represented
50 States represented

Disruptive Technology Expertise
- Internet of Things (IoT)
- Block chain & crypto currency
- InsureTech
- Our MakerLab is the world’s first 3-D printing lab in a business school
- Cyber security
- Healthcare technology
- Autonomous vehicles
- Robotics

Leader in Risk Management and Insurance Programs
- Office/Center of Risk Management & Insurance Research
- Designated Center of Actuarial Excellence from Society of Actuaries
- Societal Risk Management
- Atmospheric Sciences
- Degrees with Specialization in Risk Management
- Top in agricultural price risk & crop insurance

Talent Pipeline
- One of the largest Actuarial Science programs in the US-400 undergrads
- Research Park – major companies offer internship & full-time employee opportunities for students across campus
- 95% Placement rate of Business students
- Research opportunities for students through internships and practicum
- Executive Education programs tailored to client
- Certificates & Coursera partnerships
- Academies in Finance and Risk Management related disciplines
- Data visualization Lab
- Center for Data & Analytics
- School of Information Sciences
- Top ranked research and degree programs in Math, Stats & Economics
- Fastest & most powerful super computer in university setting
- Geographic information science program

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Risk Management
807 South Wright Street, Suite 330
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 244-3606
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